COVID-19 Testing Center Shuttle Information for Patients

We have scheduled a shuttle to help you commute to/from our COVID-19 testing center.

On the day of your COVID-19 Test:
1. Report to your pick-up location approximately 15 minutes prior to your scheduled test time.
   a. If you are at one of our hotels, please visit the front desk or concierge for assistance
   b. On main campus, please see a Redcoat for assistance
2. Inform the Redcoat or concierge that you have a scheduled shuttle to take you to the Walker COVID-19 testing center. Give them the destination “Walker 105.”
3. The Redcoat or concierge will contact the shuttle dispatcher to confirm you are ready for pick-up.
4. The shuttle will arrive in 5-7 minutes.

Once your shuttle arrives, it will take approximately 5 minutes or less to arrive at the testing center.

The shuttle driver will stay with you during your testing and return you to your boarding location or other main campus destination.

If you have any questions, please contact Carolyn Lambert (216.276.3710) or Rich Aiple (216.276.3711).